Abstract-Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) is a new technique introduced in Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) to address the inter-cell interference especially the one experienced by cell-edge user. It may also improve the overall capacity of the network. When a user approaches the cell edge, CoMP will be implemented and a CoMP set of multiple eNodeBs will be formed to start packet transmission in a coordinated manner. Nevertheless, the implementation of CoMP has its own cost. The focus of this paper is to analyze the impact of CoMP, in particular on user throughput, spectral efficiency and transfer time. Given the rise of potential problems such as capacity limitation and backhaul latency, the advantages and disadvantages of CoMP are critically evaluated. A generic analytical equation is developed and further improved for simulation purposes. From performance evaluation, we found that CoMP may improve the aforementioned performance parameters subject to properly defined threshold value.
I. INTRODUCTION
Long-Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) [1] is the next generation wireless network technology, which is an enhanced version of current wireless technology, LTE. In general, LTE-A has promised better improvements in terms of network coverage, data rate, lower latencies and higher throughput. Heterogeneous deployment on macrocellis will also be supported by LTE-A. This technology means the low-powered node deployment will consists of relay, remote radio head, femtocells, picocelss and other equipments.
One of the state-of-the-art features of LTE-A is cooperative communications. As the term implies, cooperative communications mean the traditional cellular system will become a cooperative or linked system. Various potential advantages will be offered by cooperative communications as it does not only changes the paradigm of existing cellular system but also offers significant improvements over the services provided. In LTE-A, such a cooperative communication can be achieved via Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) [2] . It provides a general framework of coordination between more than one base stations or evolved-Node B (eNodeB) in LTE-A, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . This framework is believed to be able for improving the performance of cell-edge users without complicating the serving eNodeB and neighboring cells. This coordination technique can be implemented due to the emergence of Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) capabilities. Strategy of resource scheduling will be provided by the CoMP.
CoMP provides a strategy to mitigate the inter-cell interference (ICI) in LTE-A. Cell-edge users will experience signal attenuation due to the long distance from its serving eNodeB. Besides that, ICI from surrounding cells is another major issue. With the implementation of CoMP, the ICI experienced by the cell-edge users will not only be mitigated, but used as useful information for coordination of eNodeB which in turn improves the user experience.
The enhancement provided by CoMP is on system capacity and cell-edge data rates. This enhancement is aligned with the vision of LTE-A for the hopes of creating a higher capacity system. Through the mitigation of ICI, CoMP avoids the overall performance degradation, and improves the spectral efficiency throughout the network. CoMP also improves the cost efficiency of the system by improving the system capacity of cell-edge users through the cells coordination. In short, requirements of LTE-A by ITU can be achieved with the deployment of CoMP.
However, realization of CoMP in LTE-A may not become true as there are a number of potential problems exist. Cooperative system means the existing eNodeBs must have a certain type of links between each other, which is the X2 signaling interface in a fully mesh topology. The requirement of this link can create a problem for the backhaul network because most of the current base stations do not fulfill the requirements due to the high cost required to create a fully mesh network between the eNodeBs. Cooperative communications also means the requirement of extra overhead for the packets transmission [3] . This will further complicate the system implemented as multiple parameters must be modified. Furthermore, ability of the present equipment to cope with the enhancement or evolution from LTE to LTE-A may become a problem as well. As stated in the 3GPP standard, CoMP is mandated to be implemented by LTE-A. However, 3GPP did not standardize the procedure to implement CoMP. Hence, questions rise on the beneficial of CoMP in different scenario.
In this paper, our main aim is to examine the conditions that make CoMP beneficial and its impact on both cellcentre and cell-edge users. We believe that there should be a (or some) condition(s) where the CoMP will be beneficial to the network, and CoMP shouldn't be activated all the time. The emphasis will be given on the analysis of LTE-A system on downlink of CoMP transmission scheme particularly on the Coordinated Scheduling and/or Beam-Forming (CS/CB). We analyze the CoMP performance using a lightweight analytical model by focusing mainly on user throughput, spectral efficiency and transfer time.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II briefly introduces the CoMP in LTE-A and some related works. Section III provides a detailed description of the system and mathematical model. Performance evaluation is discussed in Section IV, followed by some concluding remarks.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF COORDINATED MULTIPOINT A general framework of base station coordination called Coordinated Multipoint was defined in 3GPP release 9 to address the enhancement of cell-edge performance. Due to the overlap of cells coverage in the celledge area, cell-edge user is able to receive and transmit data from multiple base stations. Through proper coordination of the signal, system capacity and performance of cell-edge user will be improved substantially. CoMP can be categorized into intra-site and inter-site. Intra-site CoMP means the coordination of communication between sectors of the same base station. Intra-site coordination is done by multiple antenna units. On the other hand, intersite CoMP is the communication coordination between multiple base stations.
A. CoMP Architecture
Architecture of CoMP can be divided into two approaches, namely centralized and distributed [2] . Centralized CoMP is the CoMP technique where all the nodes in group cells are monitored by a central unit. Feedback information from cell sites is processed and resources scheduling are performed at central unit. The processed data will then be distributed to the coordinated cell sites through the star-like network.
For distributed coordination, there is no central unit which processed all the data and resources scheduling. All base stations are linked over a fully meshed signaling network built with X2 interface. In this network, coordinated cells will exchange data and Channel State Information (CSI). Among all the cells in the working set, one of the cells will act as the central scheduler (master) that will take over the resource scheduling, transmission and coordination for the other cells (slaves).
A CoMP can be defined based on its cooperative area or CoMP set. CoMP set means the cluster of cells which are coordinated during the communication. All cells available for coordination are categorized as a CoMP set, but not necessary all the cells in a CoMP must be involved in data transmission to single user equipment on cell edge. A few methods are proposed to define the Cooperation Area (CA) based on distinct scenario. Three main approaches of defining the Coordination Area are UE-Centric, Network-Centric and Network-Centric UE Assisted [4] .
Network-centric approaches will differentiate the cells into cluster at network level. It provides a simple organization of cell cluster but cause problems when the CA is too large due to the requirement of signaling overhead. Meanwhile, UE-centric is an adaptive CA defining approach. It will determine the strongest interferers among the cell-edge UEs and form a CA consists of the interferers. The size of the CA can be adjusted semistatically depend on the amount of strongest interferer. The Network-centric UE assisted approach can be perceived as the hybrid of network centric and UE centric. It will combine the advantages of both UE-centric and Network-centric in order to replace the drawback of each through the combination of both.
B. CoMP Downlink Scheme
Downlink of CoMP can be categorized into two different classes, namely Coordinated Scheduling and/or Coordinated Beam-Forming (CS/CB) and Joint Processing (JP). In this work, we're going to focus on the CS/CB. CS/CB is a combination of downlink inter-cell interference coordination and multiple joint base station coordination (refer to Fig. 2 ). Coordinated Beamforming are done through the usage of MIMO. It can provide strict and fast coordination to the system. In CS/CB, after the cells coordination in the CoMP set is finished, decision making is done dynamically even though the data of information is only available in the serving cells. Based on the geological positioning, beamforming will occur while targeting the best serving set of users. The formation of the coordinated beam will increase the signal gain of the targeted UE while reduce the interference suffer by it.
Feedback report received by the eNodeB from UE is very important for the resource scheduling in multiple cells. Channel State Information (CSI) is indicated in the feedback report based on their SINR [5] . Linear precoding is a way implemented to reduce the signaling overhead between cells while improve the downlink performance in LTE MIMO system. A pre-defined precoding matrices set will be used to identify the available channel states in both receiver and transmitter.
A full feedback report from a UE is containing of MIMO Rank Indicator, Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) and Precoding Matrix Index (PMI) inside a codebook matrix as the index to preferred matrix. In according to pilot measurement, UE will determine the CQI and PMI parameters, and then send PMI via uplink to the serving base station. The RI is the indication of the MIMO ranking. It is responsible to state the number of parallel data streams that will be transmitted in the next MIMO channel transmission.
In order to reduce the signaling load, all the transmission of the parameters is done in quantized manner to base station. Based on the reported PMI, calculation of CQI is done on the UE. Corresponding to the observation by the UE, PMI will show the base station channel state. Recommendation on number of data stream to be used by UE is shown in RI. In the feedback information sent by UE in uplink, only links between UE and the serving base station are counted. This information is crucial for the coordination of scheduling and beamforming to be used in the next downlink transmission.
III. COMP MODELING A. CoMP Parameters
In this paper, the characterization of CoMP scheme is performed by utilizing the following parameters.
1) Coordination Setup Time, τ : Coordination setup time is denoted by the time when the channel measurement takes place until the coordination of inter-base station is done. The setup time will also consider the propagation delay of the backhaul links.
2) Coordination Gain, G: Coordinated transmission yields a better performance for the UE in terms of SINR. This gain is modeled by adding an offset to the UE current SINR. Due to the bad SINR of cell-edge UE, the improvement of performance (or gain) will be more compared to the cell-center UE with good SINR.
3) Coordination Overhead Factor, η: Tradeoffs between performance gain and cost to implement CoMP is taking place with implementation of CoMP. One of the costs is the increase of signaling overhead during the coordination between multiple eNodeBs. Another cost is the usage of resources during the uplink of feedback information. The last cost considered will be the constraints of resource allocation in the main serving cells and also the other cells in the cluster. When η = 0, this means all the resources can be reused and no negative impact from the constrained resource. When η = 1, this mean all the resources constraint cannot be reused.
It is worth to note that this paper has neglected both backhaul and uplink overhead. Only coordination overhead of the downlink resources are measured and being considered..
B. CoMP Transmission Mode
Our analysis is divided into coordinated mode and uncoordinated mode. Both transmission modes are characterized by the following functions,
• χ(s, c) is the number of resources (symbol) needed to send an object of size s with SINR c, • ω(s, c) is the number of overhead caused by the resource unit in the cluster, and • ψ(s, c) is the time to transmit the object of size s, including all the potential delay. Here, UE will be allocated with a fixed resources or bandwidth.
1) Reference Mode: Reference mode of the transmission in simulation are defined beforehand to allow better comparison and insight on the differences of distinct scenario. As mentioned earlier, the reference mode is separated into coordinated and uncoordinated transmission. Uncoordinated transmission will be used as the baseline as no signal overhead or enhancement of throughput is involved. For uncoordinated transmission, the number of resource units needed for the transmission of an object with size s is as follows,
where s is the object size, and γ(c) is the spectral efficiency function with SINR c. For brevity, the SINR is assumed to be constant over the transmission process. Spectral efficiency is determined using the Shannon equation, γ(c) = log 2 (1 + c), whereas interference in the process is treated as white noise.
In an ideal case, coordinated transmission will not only help to improve spectral efficiency, but also happens in a very short time which is approximately zero. Hence, this kind of transmission can be denoted as perfect coordinated transmission,
where s is the object size and G is the coordination gain. In this transmission, the generated overhead is assumed to be zero, which means coordination does not complicate the data transmission in both serving and neighboring cells.
Meanwhile, time required to transmit a fixed size object can be computed by dividing the number of resource unit with allocated bandwidth or rate of resources,
We can further classified into two different transmission scheme from CS/CP-CoMP. The two class of transmission scheme are immediate transmit mode and delay transmit mode [6] [7] . Owing to the better spectral efficiency in delay transmit mode, our analysis will be focusing mainly on this mode.
The most outstanding difference between immediate transmit mode and delay transmit mode is that delay transmit mode will buffer all the incoming data before transmit them to the UE when all the coordination among the eNodeB in cluster is done. In [7] , it is proposed that selection coordination threshold, S e should be predefined. This is because coordination overhead can outweigh the spectral efficiency gain for object size which is smaller. Hence, all the objects are transmitted in uncoordinated mode unless the object size, s is bigger than S e . By summarizing the condition stated, four important parameters are derived to characterize the delay transmit mode, i.e., number of resource units χ, overhead ω, transmission time ψ, and selection coordination threshold S e , Delay transmission mode used in this paper only considers the coordinated transmission for object with different sizes. Although factors such as UE location can contribute to other concerns in the selection of transmission mode, the analysis in the paper is only focusing on spectral efficiency bring forth by the coordinated transmission and its effect on object with different sizes.
C. System Model
An eNodeB is considered in the model, which will continuously transmit objects to the UE in sequence. One object is transmitted at a time until the UE received all the intended objects. The bandwidth in this case is assumed to be constant r as stated earlier. Every UE is assumed to be allocated with the full resources over the time, which means rate-fair resource allocation.
The size, s of object transmitted by UE is at random. Due to the random characteristic, it can be calculated with probability density function (pdf). The pdf of object sizes is then denoted by f s (x). In real scenario, SINR of UE is ever-changing, but for the simplicity of study, SINR of the UE is hereby assumed as a constant c. Spectral efficiency can be determined from SINR, c with the Shannon equation. Since SINR is a constant, it can be considered as a random variable with the pdf f c (x) with infinite number of user is modeled.
With reference to the earlier characteristic function, the spectral efficiency is related to the ratio of object size and the summation of resource units and overhead numbers,
User throughput of the UE is related to the ratio of the object size and the total transfer time involved. In this case the transfer time can be measured from the moment when eNodeB start transmitting the object requested until the moment when all the transmission is completed. The time required to complete the coordination and potential delays are included in the transfer time [8] .
D. Assumptions
Empirical distribution of channel quality or SINR, c which is acquired from system-level simulation by 3GPP on the measurement of wideband SINR is used for the simulation, in particular Case 1 scenario with 3D antenna patterns, 19 sites, pathloss and shadowing [9] .Cdf of SINR in the simulation is calibrated to follow the stated requirements of system simulator in [9] . Due to the implementation of Shannon equation, SINR used in the simulation is clipped at 22 dB. For the comparison purpose between coordinated and uncoordinated transmission, a constant offset of G = 6dB is added to the UE SINR. The transmission scheme used in the simulation is CS/CP-CoMP. The offset G added is believed to be successfully mitigated the strong interferers as stated in Case 1 3D scenario of 3GPP. The average backhaul delay of 10 ms among the clusters is specified by the 3GPP documents. Therefore, the minimum time delay or coordination setup time, τ in the simulation is fixed as 10 ms, which is a realistic value based on [10] .
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION Performance of CoMP in LTE-A is analyzed based on three performance parameters, namely spectral efficiency, user throughput and transfer time of the system. Two scenarios with different selective coordination threshold are simulated to compare the advantages and disadvantages of CoMP in different situation. The Selective Coordination Threshold will determine the transmission mode of the system to be either in normal mode or CoMP mode.
In each scenario, the system is tested with data transmission of size ranging from 10 bytes to 10 9 bytes. The outcome of the system including user throughput and spectral efficiency will be normalized with the respective uncoordinated value to show the improvements or losses during CoMP implementation. As a parameter which is closely related to the user experience, the transfer time of the object is simulated in the model as well.
A. Scenario 1
In this scenario, the CoMP is implemented throughout the system (always ON) and the impact on spectral efficiency and user throughput is analyzed. The coordination setup time in this case is set to be 10 ms which is the average backhaul coordination delay specified by 3GPP documents. Transfer time which means the interval from eNodeBs received information for UE, coordinate until the complete transfer of the packet will also be one of the important performance indicators. Figure 4 and 5 illustrate the normalized user throughput and normalized spectral efficiency performance, respectively. It can be observed that both parameters increase over the higher data size during downlink transmission. However, at the region of data size 1 byte to 1000 bytes in transmission with 10 5 Hz bandwidth, the user throughput of the system is much lower than the rate of uncoordinated transmission. This phenomenon is more critical for the transmission with higher bandwidth. For bandwidth of 10 8 , a wide range of the data transmission will have worse user throughput compared to the uncoordinated transmission. It is observed that spectral efficiency will be improved more compared to the user throughput, but generally, the transmission of significantly low data size will suffer from degradation. Hence we can conclude that CoMP improves the spectral efficiency better than user throughput with the transmission of same data size but a relatively large range of transmission performance is actually worse than uncoordinated transmission. Figure 6 illustrates the normalized transfer time performance, and from the graph, it can be seen that the transfer time increases significantly compared to the uncoordinated transmission during the transmission of data with small packet size. The situation is generally worse in the case of higher bandwidth. Over the increase of data size, difference between the coordinated transfer time and uncoordinated transfer time is getting less. This phenomenon shows that the transfer time is actually improving over the transmission of packet with larger size. This is due to the significant improvement of throughput in large size data transfer.
Based on the outcome of the simulation, CoMP will cause performance degradation to LTE-A during the transmission of packet with small data size. The degradation is more severe if the transmission is allocated with a large bandwidth. As the transfer data size increases, the degradation will start to reduce slowly until a rate which shows a performance same as of the uncoordinated transmission. From that point onward, improvements brought upon by CoMP will slowly improving. The turning point of the degradation is different for different bandwidth allocation. Therefore, in order to avoid the degradation, a Selective Coordination Threshold should be introduced which serve as a purpose to determine when CoMP will be implemented.
B. Scenario 2
Unlike Scenario 1, in this simulation CoMP is not mandatory to eNodeBs. The main idea is to examine whether CoMP is always beneficial to LTE-A. From the network point of view, the most important performance parameter is the spectral efficiency. Therefore, a System Centric Selective Coordination Threshold, S e needs to be determined to avoid the degradation of spectral efficiency. From Equation (8) , there are few manipulating variables that must be addressed, which include η, τ and G. In our simulation, G and τ are fixed according to the specification by 3GPP documents. Effect of η on the performance is analyzed as it is a user-dependent variable. Besides, a unique Selective Coordination Threshold is determined for transmission with different bandwidth.
From our analysis on Figure 7 , a basic trend can be observed over the different bandwidth. This trend shows that the lower the overhead factor η, the degradation suffered by the system in spectral efficiency will be less. This effect is independent of the bandwidth allocated by the system. η representing the cost of resource allocation constrained upon the serving and the neighboring cell. The resource constraint is due to the coordination algorithm used which aims to increase the system throughput. η can be affected by many factors. For instance, if the number of user served by the eNodeB is high, the resource allocated can be reused more frequently and utilized. This means the η will be lower and result in a higher spectral efficiency. Similarly, if the overhead factor η is large, the spectral efficiency will be lower because the constrained resource cannot be reused.
As this scenario is system centered which means the spectral efficiency is the top priority, the Selective Coordination Threshold will be determined based on the overhead factor which give the best spectral efficiency where, η = 0.1. With the Selective Coordination Threshold determined for transmission with different bandwidth, the user throughput of the system is as above. From Figure 8 , it can be seen that throughput degradation occurs in every transmission independent of the bandwidth. Compare to the spectral efficiency which start to improve once the CoMP is implemented, the throughput will suffer from degradation at the instance CoMP starts to be implemented and slowly improving over the larger data size transmission.
Therefore, a tradeoff can be seen between spectral efficiency and user throughput. User throughput can be sacrificed with the implementation of this Selective Coordination Threshold where spectral efficiency will benefit from it. On the other hand, the degradation of user throughput can be avoided by not implementing CoMP where the gain in spectral efficiency will be sacrificed.
Another parameter that has been evaluated is the transfer time, i.e., Quality of Experience on the user perspective. The transfer time in Figure 9 has been normalized with the value of uncoordinated transmission transfer time. Selective Coordination Threshold is determined for transmission with different bandwidth as degradation suffered is different for transmission in different bandwidth. From the result, it is apparent that the transfer time increases once the CoMP is being implemented. The increase of the transfer time is due to the coordination setup time taken for the signaling process between the serving eNodeB and the neighboring eNodeB. This situation is similar with the transmission of different bandwidth. However, with the increase of data size for transmission, the effect of the coordination setup delay is slowly neutralized with the improving throughput achieved by the CoMP.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, the impact of CoMP in LTE-A is studied through analytical modeling. A simulation of the CoMP downlink transmission to cells edge user has been carried out to evaluate the performance of the system from both network and user perspective. Impacts of CoMP on the system performance and user experience are critically evaluated. Overall, with the implementation of CoMP with System Centric Selective Coordination Threshold, degradation of spectral efficiency can be avoided but user throughput and transfer time will suffer from some performance drops during data transmission when it is closed to the threshold size. Therefore, CoMP with System Centric Selective Coordination Threshold is actually benefiting from the spectral efficiency (network perspective), but loss in user throughput and transfer time (user perspective). We believe user throughput, spectral efficiency and transfer time can be be improved subject to properly determined Selective Coordination Threshold. From our analysis, is is apparent that for transmission with small data size, the cost of CoMP will outshine the benefit of CoMP and cause performance degradation.
